5 mL Premium Injector

Technical Specifications

- Device: Polysulfone
- Type: Tube Fed
- Dose Type: Forward Selectable
- Dose Range: 0.5 mL - 25 mL
- Increments: 0.5 mL
- Product Code: 850 0000-026

Only 5 mL Forward Selectable Injector on the Market

The Forward Selectable injector uses a positive stroke that displaces the entire contents of the barrel at any dose setting and reduces the chance of bubbles in the system. This creates a positive feel for the user and administers each dose fully to ensure accuracy and maximum drug efficacy. Designed for operator comfort with ergonomic handle and textured non-slip finish. Ideal device for administering 2 mL and 5 mL vaccinations.

Recommended Use

- 1x 5mL Barrel
- 5x O-Rings
- Product Code: 850 0000-352

Pack Contains

- 5mL Premium Injector
- 1x Small Vented Draw Off Cap
- 1x Medium Vented Draw Off Cap
- 1x Large Vented Draw Off Cap
- 1x 4” Feed Tube

Major Service Kit Available

- 1x 5mL Barrel
- 5x O-Rings
- Product Code: 850 0000-352
How To Use Device

Forward Selectable
The non-slip selector allows easy, accurate dose choice without product loss when changing the dose setting, provided the handle is not released after previous dose is administered. The indicator window clearly displays the dose volume. When smaller dose sizes are selected the plunger will move further forward along the barrel.

Figure 1
Compress the injector handle.

Figure 2
Turn the dose selector clockwise or anti-clockwise until the required dose appears in the dose window.

Figure 2
Once required dose is displayed in the dose window, let the injector handle open as normal.